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personnel who are activated with a response number that allows
Graves joked that his friends call him and Production Manager
them into disaster areas. His team typically sets up a compound Daniel Hickey, “The MacGyver Team” because of their “can-do”
for other rescue teams to work from.
attitude. “Just tell us what you want—don’t ask us how we do
Volunteers left the comit—and we’ll get it done for
The rescue team set up a compound in Gautier, you,” he said, adding, “Dan
pound in teams of two to
Mississippi, next to the animal control shelter. did a tremendous amount.
rescue animals and bring
them back to Graves’ trailer.
He worked around the clock,
They found animals that
above and beyond the call of
were left behind and trapped
duty.”
in homes that had been
Graves concluded, “Our
uprooted by the floodwaters
biggest reward is reuniting
and dropped back down to
a person with their animal.
the ground in a different
That’s why we do it! These
location. “The animals were
people don’t have a thing in
starting to ‘pack up’ in the
the world, and when you put
streets. [In a situation like
their pet back in their arms,
this] they start eating things
they go nuts! The pain is
they shouldn’t, like corpses
gone; part of their life has
and other animals,” Graves explained. “I’ve seen dogs take a been restored. And you’ve just made a friend forever.”
Chihuahua out of a woman’s arms and eat it. It’s scary. You’re QUICK FIND: EDARKD1205
dealing with animals that want to eat you!”
To help Graves and his team rescue animals, donations may be sent to Sumter
Graves added, “We also had to deal with people who didn’t DART Logistical Inc., 720 E. Southland Ave., Bushnell, FL 33513. One hundred percent
think they needed help. We had to be diplomatic and careful not of your donation will be directly used to purchase equipment for animal rescue.
to alienate [the animal owners]. We couldn’t just walk in and
take their animals away.”
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